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Part A

Answer all guesttons.

1. l,et o and b be integers, not both zero. Then show that c and b are relatively prime if and or'

if there exist integers r and y such that ar + by = t'
.2. If p is prime and p divides oyt o2,83, . co, then show that p divides o1 for some

' whereL3k<n.
3. Show that for ox + by = c, if Ig, Jg is a particular solution then all solutions are of the fc

r = r0 + blilf and y = yo _ @td.li-torvarying integer t and d : gcd(o, b).

4. Show that Wilson's theorem is true for p = 13'

5. Classify the security services and explain them briefly'

6'Tabulatethedifferenttypesofattacksonencryptealmessages.
7. Summarise the important aspects of conventional and public-key encryption'

.8. what is kerberos ? what are the requirements for kerberos ?

(8x5=40ma

Part B

g. (a) (i) Show that if n is positive integ-er and gcd (a, n) = 1, then oO h) = 1 (mod n) and h

deduce Fermaf,s tt 
"oi"m 

o1t -"r = r (riod p) for a prime p and p does not divide
(10 m:

(ii) Show that for any positive integer n 2 1, t = I O (o|), the 'sum being extended
d.tn

all positive divisors of n'
(5m

10. (a)

Or

(i) Show that gcd (a, b). lcm 
'(o,6I=Eb and trence show that lcm (o' b) = ob if anc

tfgcd(o,b)=1. (6+1=?n

(ii) Show that if zh - I is prime (& > 1) then n =2h-t (2e - 1) is perfect and everl

perfect number is of this form' 
(g r

(i) Solve 172x + 2QY = 1ss6' 
[ ](ii) State and prove Wilson's theorem'

Or

(b)

t
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11. (a) Discuss in detail the simplified DES scheme illustratives the key generation and Encryption

schernes.

Or

G) Discuss in detail the worhing of DES decryption algorithm and explain the avalanche effect

in DES' 
(15 marks)

t2- (a) List and explain any two types of functions that may be used to produce an authenticator'

'' Or
tl 

- .. | .

(b)r Write the Secure Hash Algorithm explaining its working'

\"

(15 marks)

[4 x 15 = 60 marks]
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